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Grammatical Construction and the Use of Words in Accountants'
Reports*
B y J . M . P A L E N , of the N e w Y o r k Office

G

E O R G E B U R T O N H O T C H K I S S has
written a book on business correspondence which is built around what
he calls the "Five C ' s " of business English.
These five C's are, in the order of their
relative importance, clearness, correctness,
conciseness, courtesy, and character. Of
course, the book deals principally with
sales letters and other letters whose principal object is the getting of business,
but these five C's are just as important
in the accountant's report as in any other
form of business correspondence.
It is true, however, that courtesy and
character are comparatively easy to attain in the formal report, and for that reason much time need not be devoted to
their discussion.
Courtesy requires the use of tact in mak-

ing criticisms and recommendations. Of
course, we can never withhold important
truths, however unpalatable they may be,
but where it is necessary to criticize we
may do so in as inoffensive a manner as
is consistent with truthfulness.
The character desired in a report is
that obtained by the use of a dignified,
impersonal tone. Outside the presentation,
never use the words you or your. D o
hot say "your books show," say "the
books show," or, if necessary to specify
further, "the books of the company";
say "employes of the company," not
"your employes"; and " M r . John Logan,
secretary of the company," not "your
secretary."
As much as is possible, the use of the
word "we" should be avoided. In many

* A talk before the Professional Training Conference, June 7, 1920.
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reports paragraph after paragraph begins
with "we counted," "we verified," "we
inspected." Sometimes it is necessary to
begin a sentence with "we" in order to
avoid an awkward construction, but nine
times out of ten the effect is improved by
reversing the order; as, "The entries in
the property accounts were checked and
found to be proper"; "The notes receivable
were inspected," etc.
Unnecessary personal references of any
kind should be avoided. Take this sentence: "The above shortage is probably
due to someone not having obtained a
receipt for some disbursement." Notice
that it is improved by this arrangement:
"The above shortage may be due to
failure to obtain receipts for disbursements."
Clearness, correctness, and conciseness,
the remaining three qualities, are so important in an accountant's report that each
sentence should be tested to see that it
possesses each of these three qualities.
Clearness means not only that each
statement can be understood but that it
cannot be misunderstood. Correctness relates to both the subject matter and the
manner in which it is expressed. The
facts must be exactly stated; the construction must conform to the rules of
grammar; and the words must be used in
their correct sense. Conciseness requires
that every thought be expressed in as few
words as is consistent with completeness
and smoothness. Conciseness is not to be
confounded with brevity. M a n y people,
in their desire to be brief, leave out
important facts, or omit words necessary
to the construction. Conciseness never
requires the omission of things that are
of value, but does require the omission
of everything that is not of value.
In the matter of building sentences
clearly, there is many times no question
of right or wrong, but always a question
of varying degree of clarity, of actual effect.
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Strong, direct sentences in which the ideas
are logically arranged make for clearness.
The principal idea in the sentence should
occupy the principal clause. Important
sentences and first sentences of paragraphs
should not have weak beginnings. When
paragraph after paragraph starts out with
"this item" or "this asset" the effect of the
entire report is weak. If we wish to say
that "Accounts aggregating $10,000.00
are more than one year old," it is more
effective to say so at once, rather than to
preface the statement with an uninteresting
and unimportant introductory phrase, as
"While examining the accounts receivable we noted that the items aggregating
$10,000.00 are more than one year old."
Changing the viewpoint in a sentence
weakens its effect. When we say "The
entries in the plant property accounts
were checked and appear to be proper,"
the thought runs smoothly through the
sentence; but if we say "We checked the
entries in the plant property accounts, and
they appear to be proper," the thought is
shifted unnecessarily from "we" to "they,"
meaning the accounts, and the effect is
not so good.
Long rambling sentences in which clause
after clause is tacked on are a hindrance
to clearness because by the time the
reader reaches the end he has forgotten
what the first part of the sentence is about.
I abstracted this sentence from a report
which fell into my hands:
"We have reconciled the accounts with the
various correspondent banks, and in this connection, during the course of examination
while endeavoring to effect a reconciliation
with correspondent banks, our representative, working in conjunction with M r . Francis
of the bank's accounting department, developed the fact that the chief teller of the
commercial department had taken credit for
amounts which should have been credited
to the National City Bank of New York."
It is better to err on the side of short
sentences than to join a half dozen or
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more unrelated ideas with a series of
"ands" and "buts."
Parallel ideas in a sentence should be
put, as a rule, in parallel construction.
Thus, we should say "The books are frequently out of balance due to carelessness
on the part of clerks and to lack of supervision," rather than "The books are frequently out of balance, due to carelessness
on the part of clerks, and because supervision is lacking." I n the first sentence
the thought runs along much more
smoothly.
If one of the ideas is subordinate to the
other, they should be joined by connectives which will express the proper relationship between them, such as because,
although, in accordance with, etc. Notice
the weakness of this sentence: " N o
entries of deposits made or checks
issued appear on the check book stubs
from June 3, 1919, to the date of our
audit, but the bank account is active."
Notice that the relationship of ideas is
better brought out and that the sentence
is more emphatic in this arrangement:
"Although the bank account is active,
no entries of deposits made or checks
issued appear on the check book stubs
from June 3, 1919, to the date of our
audit."
Clearness is hindered by a poor arrangement of ideas, as in this sentence: "During
the period depreciation was charged to
operations at the following rates for nine
months." It is not clear here whether the
rates were for nine months or whether
they were yearly rates of which a ninemonths' proportion was taken. Assuming
the latter to be the case, the sentence
would be clearer i f it read as follows:
"During the nine months under review,
depreciation was charged to operations
at the following annual rates."
Exactness in thought and expression is
necessary to clearness. T h e writer of a
report sometimes says that the accounts
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receivable were checked and found to be
in agreement with the controlling account,
whereas it was the aggregate of the items
that was in agreement with the controlling
account, not the accounts.
In connection with capital stock it is
a common error to say that the capital
stock outstanding, as shown in Exhibit
" A , " is i n agreement with the number of
shares shown to be outstanding by the
stubs of the stock certificate books. T h e
stubs are stubs of the stock certificates,
not of the stock certificate books, and it
is not correct to speak of them i n that
manner.
Likewise, under investments, we sometimes read that we did not inspect the
stocks owned, whereas what is meant is
that we did not inspect the certificates
of stocks owned.
Once I found a journal entry the purpose of which was said to be to charge to
profit and loss the balance of live stock
account disposed of July 14, 1918. U n doubtedly, i t was the live stock that was
disposed of, not the account.
Occasionally someone speaks of provision having been made at an annual
rate of 10 per cent. of the book value of
some asset account. What he means, of
course, is the book value of the asset.
This is quite a common error.
A n y construction or word which attracts attention to itself by its unusualness,
distracts attention from the thought, and
therefore is a hindrance to clearness. F o r
this reason words which have been dropped
from current use should not be employed
where their use can be avoided, as i n the
case of the word proven as past participle of the verb prove. Although it is
perfectly correct to use proven as the
past participle of the verb, i n current
practice proven is used only as an adjective, and proved has succeeded proven as
the past participle of the verb. For
that reason it is preferable to say "The
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computations were proved" rather than
"The computations were proven." Similarly, the word incompleted, while correct,
is unusual, and not completed, incomplete,
or uncompleted is better.
As to the quality of correctness, it is
not necessary for me to enlarge on the
need for accuracy in every statement of
facts or figures appearing in the report.
As to grammatical correctness, I find that
there are some types of errors which occur
over and over again. T h e most conspicuous of these I shall take up.
The matter of tense seems to be a
stumbling block to many. The past tense
is the tense of narration. Hence we use
the past tense throughout the comments,
except when the facts indicate the need
for a distinction. Consequently we say
throughout the report " T h e cash was
verified," "The securities were inspected,"
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etc., not "has been verified" or "have been
inspected."
Present facts, that is, statements which
are always true or the truth of which continues into the present, are expressed in
the present tense; as "The accounts receivable were reviewed with the credit manager
and appear to be collectible. We are informed that it is the Company's practice
to write off accounts receivable as soon
as they are regarded as uncollectible";
also, "The inventories are stated at cost."
In referring to the inclusion of items in
any of the exhibits, the present tense is
used: "The contingent liability on notes
receivable is shown in Exhibit " A " ; "This
apparent discrepancy is due to errors i n
accounting, which are detailed hereafter
in these comments"—not "which will be
detailed."
(To be continued)
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Grammatical Construction and the Use of Words in Accountants'
Reports (Continued)
B y J . M . P A L E N , of the N e w Y o r k Office
Another very common error is in the
H E N it is necessary to refer to action
completed prior to the time indi- placing of modifiers. Each modifier should
cated by the principal verb, usually the be so placed that the reader sees unmistakpast perfect is used with the past tense ably to what word or group of words it
and the present perfect with the present refers. Only is a word which is fretense; as, "Reconciliation of the bank quently misplaced. Take this sentence:
account disclosed the fact that the check "The selling expenses only include onebook and the bank statements had not half of the sales manager's salary." Only
to
one-half, not to include,
been reconciled since A p r i l 30, 1919"; and refers
"The
"we understand that the new company has and the sentence should read:
agreed to take over these assets at book selling expenses include only one-half of
value." There are a great many combina- the sales manager's salary." Occasionally,
tions of tenses used to indicate varying on the bottom of a balance sheet we find a
" N o provision for
periods of time. In such cases we have foot-note like this:
to use our judgment as to which combina- Federal income and profits taxes is included in the above statement for the
tions express the correct relationship.
In the presentation we use the present period from January 1 to October 31,
perfect tense to denote action completed; 1919." Obviously, what is meant is that
as, "Pursuant to engagement, we have no provision for taxes for the period from
audited your books and accounts for the January 1 to October 31, 1919, is included
In this sentence the
year ended December 31, 1919, and sub- in the statement.
mit herewith the following described ex- meaning is obscured by poor placing of
"The amount of this asset
hibits and schedules." The present tense modifiers:
is used in the case of "submit" because the represents the book value thereof, after
action of submission is presumed to take the deduction of depreciation at an annual
place on the day the presentation is dated. rate of 20 per cent. from cost, no veri-
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fication of which was made by us." It is If we try to supply from the first clause
not clear what the clause "no verification the part of the verb that is missing from
of which was made by us" modifies— the second clause we have this result,
whether it is the amount of the asset or the "twenty shares of stock has been issued,"
amount of the depreciation. It would be which is, of course, wrong. The sentence
necessary to recast the sentence i n order should read: "$2,000.00 has been paid
to show the meaning. This expression in cash on this subscription, and twenty
was used in a recent report: "depreciation shares of stock have been issued therefor."
of 1 ¼ per cent. per quarter of book value."
In an undue desire for brevity some of
What was meant in this case was "depre- us leave out participial adjectives where
ciation of 1 ¼ per cent. of book value per
they are necessary to complete the conquarter."
struction, as i n "certifications from deA verb should agree in number with its positaries," meaning "certifications obsubject noun, not with an intervening tained from depositaries"; or "an error by
modifier.
Thus we say "the total of the branch," when we mean "an error made
accounts
receivable
differs."
Differs by the branch."
agrees with its singular subject total,
Others leave out auxiliary verbs, as
not with accounts.
here: " I t is recommended that this pracA singular subject, although followed tice be discontinued and the property
by a parenthetical phrase, takes a singular accounts charged only with the cost of
verb. I n the sentence, "The amount of newly acquired property." This sentence
this note, together with the pledge as should read "and that the property accollateral thereto of 15 shares of A Com- counts be charged, etc."
pany stock, were verified by confirmaAs a rule, subordinating conjunctions
tion obtained from the W a r Credits should not be omitted. One of the comBoard," were is incorrectly used be- monest of errors is to leave out the concause the subject is amount and the junction that; as, "We are advised this
phrase together with the pledge is a item covers expenses in connection with
modifying phrase, not another subject. experiments," "We are informed the comThe sentence should read, "The amount pany expects settlement."
of this note, together with the pledge as
Perhaps the commonest of all errors
collateral . . . was verified," etc.
found i n reports is the omission of the
Two or more singular subjects joined by words "to be." Over and over again we
or or nor take a singular verb, and read that certain charges or credits were
two or more subjects of a different num- examined and "found correct," instead of
ber joined by or or nor take a verb "found to be correct." It is only after
of the number of the nearest subject. verbs of making, calling, and choosing
Thus, we should say, "Neither the sales that "to be" may be omitted in this
records nor the cash book contains a construction.
The articles a, an, and the should
record of this transaction."
Principal verbs should not be supplied not be omitted. Only in telegrams
from one part of the sentence to another is this permissible, and even there it is
if the same form is not grammatically sometimes not good form. They should
correct in both parts. Observe how this not be used, however, where they give an
principle is here violated: "$2,000.00 has incorrect turn to the meaning, as in the
been paid i n cash on this subscription expression, "physical inventories were
and twenty shares of stock issued therefor." taken by the employes of the company,"
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which, apparently, means that the inventories were taken by all the employes of the
company, whereas the facts probably are
that the inventories were taken by employes of the company; that is, by some
of the employes.
There is a tendency, also, to omit prepositions. It is better to say, "the cash
on deposit at December 31, 1919," than
"the cash on deposit, December 31, 1919."
This rule is not, however, a hard and fast
one, and we say repeatedly, "the year
ended December 31, 1919," omitting the
on, and, i n certificates, "the year ended
that date." These, however, are set expressions. Generally speaking, prepositions should not be omitted.
It is better not to place an adverb or
a phrase between the infinitive and its
sign to; e.g., " W e are unable to satisfactorily effect a reconciliation." This is
what is called the split infinitive, and while
permissible to avoid an awkward construction, it is usually considered poor.
"We are unable satisfactorily to effect a
reconciliation" is correct.
In speaking of the difference between
two things we should be careful to specify
the two things between which the difference
exists. Notice what this sentence says:
"The shortage of $2.24 represents the
difference between the bank balance as
shown by the company and the bank."
It says that the difference is between the
balance and the bank. The difference is
really between the balance as shown by
the Company and that shown by the bank.
A participle should not introduce a
sentence unless i t logically modifies the
subject of the sentence. Under accounts
receivable we sometimes find this comment:
"Having reviewed the accounts
with the credit manager, all appear to be
collectible." Obviously, this is impossible,
because the subject of the sentence is all,
meaning all the accounts, and having reviewed cannot modify that. Probably the
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best way to say this is, "The accounts
were reviewed with the credit manager
and appear to be collectible." Or, we might
say "The accounts having been reviewed
with the credit manager, all appear to
be collectible." This is what is known as
the absolute construction and is grammatically correct, but it is a loose construction and does not express the true
relation between the subordinate idea and
the main idea, and should not be used
too frequently.
The placing of commas gives us all
trouble at times. I t is a Haskins & Sells
rule to use a comma after each of a series
of three or more words where the conjunction and is used between the last two
words. For instance, when we say "land,
buildings, and equipment," we put a
comma after land and one after buildings.
One comma rule that needs to be emphasized is that when an adjective phrase
or group is restrictive it should not be
preceded by a comma. For instance, i f
we say that the factory expenses were
distributed on the basis of the materials
which were consumed in manufacture, and
place no comma after the word materials,
the implication is that not all the materials
were used in manufacture, and that the
expenses were distributed on the basis of
the amount of materials which were used;
but if we put a comma after materials, the
clause ceases to be restrictive and becomes
merely descriptive. The implication is then
that the expenses were distributed on the
basis of materials; that is, all the materials,
and that as an afterthought i t is added that
the materials were used in manufacture.
(To be concluded)
We note with pleasure that M r . H. F .
Farrington, manager of the Watertown
office, and M r . H . L . Patch, of the C i n cinnati office, have recently passed the C .
P. A . examinations in their respective
States of New York and Ohio.
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Grammatical Construction and the Use of Words in Accountants'
Reports (Concluded)
By J . M . P A L E N , of the N e w Y o r k Office
By far the most errors in reports arise
from the incorrect use of words. Strange
as it may seem, one word of which not
all accountants appear to know the correct
meaning is the word balance. Balance does
not mean rest or remainder. T o say, " O f
the notes receivable, one amounting to
$1,000.00 was secured by a chattel mortgage and the balance were unsecured," is
incorrect. Balance, to quote the dictionary,
means "an equality between the sums
total of two sides of an account; also,
the excess on either side." In comments
it should be used only when it refers to the
balance of an account.
A n accountant should also remember
that assets are collected and that liabilities
are paid. Very frequently the writer of a
report will say, " T h e notes receivable
outstanding at December 31, 1919, have
since been paid." Notes payable are paid;
notes receivable are collected.
Another error of the same kind is in
the use of the word by after due, as in
"interest due by borrowers." It is from
the standpoint of the company whose
books are under audit that we speak, and
the interest is due from the borrowers,
not by them.
While all accountants probably understand that a reserve may appear only
on the liability side of a balance sheet,
never on the asset side, sometimes they
forget this distinction in writing the comments. For instance, this sentence appeared in one report: "The amount of
prepaid insurance at September 30, 1919,
is that portion of premium paid which is
reserved as a charge against the last three
months of the year." I t would have been
better to say "which is chargeable against
the last three months of the year," and

so avoid saying that an asset is reserved.
Another frequent error, arising usually
from carelessness, is the use of the word
total indiscriminately. After a subtraction we arrive at a remainder, or use the
word net, as, "net increase," "net property," etc.
The word sum means the aggregate of
two or more items, and is not synonymous
with the word amount. We should say,
not "a sum sufficient to cover reasonable
depreciation," but "an amount sufficient,
etc."
It is very bad to use same as a
pronoun; as, " W e checked the charges
to this account, and found same to be
correct."
The use of the word per is something
that is very much overdone. Business in
general has used this word until it has
become hackneyed. W e have to say in
a balance sheet, "Surplus, per Exhibit
' B , ' " but in comments we do not have to
say, "the accounts receivable, as per E x hibit ' A ' " ; we may say, "as shown i n
Exhibit ' A . ' " In referring to rates of
depreciation we may say, "at an annual
rate of 10 per cent.," rather than, "at a
rate of 10 per cent. per annum."
Former and latter should not be used
to designate one of more than two persons
or things. T o designate one of three or
more say first or first-named, and last or
last-named. In the sentence, "The operations were conducted only during the
latter nine months of the year," latter should
be last, because we are speaking of nine
out of twelve months.
Some doubt appears to exist as to the
use of the words comprise, compose, and
include. We say an item "is composed
of the following," not "is composed as
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follows"; or we say i t "comprises the following." W e may also say, "The items
comprised i n this group are as follows."
Where not all the constituent items are
given we use the word include. I f all the
items are given but with the omission of
details, we say "is summarized as follows."
Another important distinction is that
between verify and confirm.
Verification
is something we do ourselves. Confirmation is corroborative evidence obtained
from another. W e do not confirm securities by inspection, we verify them by i n spection. The bank confirms the amount
of loans made to the client. Also i t is not
correct to say that funds for petty disbursements were confirmed by the holders
thereof. The custodians may acknowledge
the funds, but a confirmation would have
to come from some other person.
Per cent or per cent. should not be used
as a noun; use percentage.
Quite a number of persons like to say,
"owing to the smallness of the amount
involved." Obviously, a better expression
is, "owing to the small amount involved."
In connection with reserves against accounts receivable we prefer to say "reserves
for doubtful accounts" rather than "reserves for uncollectible accounts," on the
theory that i f the accounts are known to
be uncollectible they ought to be written off.
Sometimes we find an exhibit containing
journal entries described as "Journal E n tries Necessary to Adjust the Books i n
Conformity with Exhibit ' A . ' " It is not
quite correct to say "adjust the books in
conformity"; we adjust the books into
conformity, but that is an awkward expression, and it seems to be preferable to say
"to adjust the books to conform to
Exhibit ' A . ' "
This brings us to the last point, which is
conciseness, or the art of making one word
do the work of two.
It is not necessary to say, "The lots
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will revert back to the company on failure
of the buyers to complete the purchase
price." The word revert means to go back;
so it is necessary to say only, "The lots
will revert to the company," etc.
Occasionally we come across the expression, "unpaid accounts receivable." I f
the accounts are receivable they must be
unpaid; so unpaid is redundant.
The word detail is unnecessary i n this
expression: "the aggregate of the detail
balances of customers accounts."
It is not necessary to say "slow paying
accounts." "Slow accounts" conveys the
idea completely.
A statement very frequently found under
accounts receivable is this: "We have reviewed all these accounts i n conjunction
with officers of the Company." In conjunction adds nothing to the meaning.
Neither is i t necessary to say " a l l these
accounts."
" W e have reviewed these
accounts with officers of the Company"
expresses the meaning well enough.
Sometimes we find a statement to the
effect that the accounts receivable were
reviewed with the credit manager, i n
whose opinion they are considered collectible. T h e phrase in whose opinion
conveys all the thought that is expressed
in the word considered. So we need only
to say, " i n whose opinion they are collectible."
One report makes the statement that
the reserve for doubtful accounts receivable appears to be ample to provide for
losses i n the collection of these accounts.
There is useless repetition here. A l l that
it is necessary to say is that the reserve
for doubtful accounts appears to be ample.
Such expressions as cost price and cost
value may be reduced to the one word cost.
The word remains means is still and we
should not say still remains, as in this
sentence: "The bank deposit was attached
through an order of the court and still
remains subject to this attachment." "Is
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still subject to this attachment" is better.
Sometimes words are used which add
nothing whatever to the meaning. " T h e
cash on hand was verified by actual count."
There could be no other count except an
actual count.
Under inventories we sometimes read
that merchandise i n transit was verified
by examination of the original purchase
invoices. There is no necessity for the
word original. The purchase invoices examined would of course be the original ones.
Under property accounts, such as land
and buildings, it is sometimes said that the
item is stated at the book value of the
various properties included therein. I t
certainly would not be stated at the book
value of properties other than those i n cluded therein. So why use that expression? "This item is stated at book value"
conveys the entire meaning.
Let me say also that items are not
charged off to operations. They are charged
to operations or to profit and loss, but
they are not charged off to operations or
to profit and loss. Off is redundant.
Neither is it necessary to say that we
have fully completed an operation. Fully
is comprehended in the word complete.
Captions in comments usually show the
amount as well as the name of the item.
In such cases i t is not necessary to say,
"the amount shown in Exhibit ' A ' represents," or to refer in any way to the
amount as being shown in Exhibit " A . "
Some accountants make a center caption in the comments for accounts receivable, and then say as the only comment,
"The details of this item are shown i n
Exhibit ' A . ' " Needless to say, the whole
thing is superfluous.
In a balance sheet an amount due from
employes need not be designated as " B a l ance due from employes." "Due from
employes" is sufficient.
In tabulation we occasionally find the
last item called Remainder—balance De-
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cember 31, 1919. I f the final figure is
the balance of the account i t is superfluous
to designate it also as a remainder, as the
word balance comprehends that meaning.
There is a great deal of uncalled for
repetition of words in tabulations. Under
reserves, it is not necessary to repeat the
word for before each item, as "for doubtful
accounts," "for depreciation," etc. Also
we may usually eliminate i n the description of the items words which are contained
in the heading; as in the following:
Subscription Accounts:
Unpaid capital stock subscriptions,
Unpaid building fund subscriptions,
Such a tabulation might better read:
Subscription Accounts:
Capital stock,
Building fund,
In referring to a period between two
dates in the same year, we need not repeat
the year, as, January 1 to October 31, 1919,
not January 1, 1919, to October 31, 1919.
The presentation, although it occupies
only part of a page, appears to be a pitfall
to many. I n the majority of cases i t follows a set form:
"Pursuant to engagement, we have
audited your books and accounts for the
year ended December 31, 1919, and submit herewith seven pages of comments,
our certificate, and the following described
exhibits and schedules."
It is not necessary to say "and as a
result thereof have prepared and submit
herewith"; nor, where a report contains
no comments, "and submit herewith,
without further comment."
Where an audit is for an odd period we
say "for the period from July 12, 1919,
to M a r c h 22, 1920," not "we have audited
your books from July 12, 1919, to March
22, 1920." B u t where the period is in
even years or months we do not say "for
the three years period"; we say "the three
years ended December 31, 1919"; or "the
months of January and February, 1920";
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or "the six months ended June 30, 1920."
Then there are a few rules which have
been adopted i n the report department
arbitrarily.
One is that we shall say accrued interest,
not interest accrued, whether the item appears on the asset or on the liability side
of a balance sheet.
Another is that i n a certificate or elsewhere i n the report we say "the accompanying" balance sheet or Exhibit " A , "
not "attached."
Another is to avoid the use of dashes
as much as possible. When a caption
has only one supporting item we use a
dash after the caption with the item immediately following, as, "Accounts receivable—customers," but i n other cases,
where it is practicable to rearrange the
wording so as to eliminate the dash we
do so.
When it is necessary to refer to an officer
of the company it is best to mention both
his name and his office.
Except where it does not express the true
facts, it is preferable to say expenses rather
than expense.
Comments start directly out with the
caption and remarks on a balance sheet
item, except where we detail the history
of the organization at the beginning; but
in any event we need no such introductory
paragraph as this:
"Referring to various accounts appearing
upon the balance sheet herewith, the following remarks are submitted."
When references are made i n the comments to the balance sheet, we refer to it
as Exhibit "A," not balance sheet. The
same applies to all other exhibits, schedules,
and statements. Neither is i t necessary to
say "herewith"; as, "Exhibit ' A ' herewith."
PRESS OF WILLIAM GREEN

